Implementing Autodesk Fusion Lifecycle can be a huge undertaking for many small and medium sized business.

IMAGINiT provides packaged PLM service offerings with Autodesk Fusion Lifecycle, allowing manufacturing companies to deploy specific workflow implementations based on their current needs.

Fusion Lifecycle Business Process Startup Packages

Administrator & Planning Training
This five day interactive training program is designed for those tasked with setting up and deploying Autodesk Fusion Lifecycle for the first time, and focuses on key administrative topics of configuration.

Items & BOMs with Change Management Implementation
This six day implementation will help clients quickly configure and manage structured Bills of Materials (BOMs) and individual items in a centralized system while managing product changes which are fully defined, reviewed, approved and implemented in a collaborative environment.

In this six day implementation, clients will learn to follow standard NPI processes with configurable pre-built workflows. These workflows can be easily configured to match an existing organization’s exact process and manage related NPI tasks, allowing clients to avoid costly launch delays and help get their latest product innovations to market faster and on budget.

NPI/NPD ‘Full’ Implementation
This 10 day implementation includes everything from the NPI/NPD ‘Tasks Only’ package in addition to the management of the clients Items & BOMs and their Change Management processes using configurable pre-built workflows.

Quality Management Implementation
This 12 day implementation is a complete closed-loop, linked quality configuration from field problem reports, to non-conformances, to CAPA’s, to Change Orders of Items & BOMs data using pre-built configurable workflow processes.

Sales Opportunity to Quote to Order Implementation
This 10 day implementation will allow clients to better manage their pre-sales opportunities processes; from the initial opportunity to those that turn into quotations, to those that become project orders in this configurable integrated set of processes.

About IMAGINiT Technologies
IMAGINiT Technologies, a Rand Worldwide Company, is the world’s largest provider of enterprise solutions to the engineering community, including the building, manufacturing, civil and mapping industries. With over 25 years of experience, and 45 offices throughout North America, we provide the expertise, training and support to help companies realize the full power of design technology, maximize ROI and gain competitive advantage.

IMAGINiT is a leading provider of Autodesk software solutions and the largest North American Autodesk Authorized Training Center (ATC) partner. All of our locations are supported by a vast pool of engineering resources focused on developing real-life business solutions for their local clients.